From A to B

WHETHER YOU ARE a new or experienced cyclist, Dave Walker’s latest book provides engaging and thought-provoking cartoons. This book is for commuters, tourers, roadies and even the person who cycles to the shops every day, because as the cartoons say: “There’s a bike for everyone.” The cartoons look at the simplicity of cycling, the challenges facing cyclists, and how being on two wheels is for everybody. Each is funny in itself, and very relatable, but many make important points too.

Mo Halloum

The Cycling Revolution

THIS IS A great little book: really clever and hard to put down. It’s packed with interesting stuff about all aspects of cycling. It informs you but leaves you hungry for more by giving you wonderful nuggets of information, inspiration, snippets of stories, and facts about cycling history, cycling experiences and cycling people without getting bogged down in too much detail. It’s also beautifully illustrated by Harry Goldhawk with a picture every other page.

Roland Seber

Cycling in Cornwall and the Scilly Isles

THIS HANDY-SIZED guidebook is packed with information and inspiration for cycling in Cornwall. The 21 routes cover the whole county and a variety of distances, abilities and types of bike, and are laid out in a way that’s easy to navigate. The highlights for me are the boxouts describing the fascinating places to visit en route. The only thing missing from the routes is the amount of ascent, which is fairly crucial in Cornwall – although there is a difficulty rating.

Sophie Gordon